BIO PHOTONS RESEARCH
Bio photons come from DNA cell nucleus in the human brain. There are a
few points which are most important for light particles to supply human’s
central nervous system.
Unfortunately earths magnetic energetic field has been harmed from
Asteroids several times in last 300 million years resulting in a one
second error in Earths orbit rotation.
These events disrupt the harmony of irradiation of light in four types of
irradiation, two types from space and two from Earth and Atmosphere.
Therefore, irradiation ceases to attain perfection for mutual attraction
and interaction.
EARTH’S ENERGETIC FIELD IRRADIATION IS A CLUE TO HUMANS TO INTERACT WITH
OUTSIDE STAR’S AND SUN’S IRRADIATION2. The Star’s we have Ice-Crystal
quanta light particles irradiation which contain BIO PHOTONS. These bio
photons are capable of interacting with “human DNA cell nucleus in brain
which contain bio photons”.
Ionosphere contain finest-weakest natural bio electrons inside Earths
Atmosphere. It is important to charge and ignite these (1.) Sun’s light
particles and (2.) Star’s light particles. Therefore, interaction of
finest bio electrons from Atmosphere, capable of igniting these two types
of light particles from space irradiation, are clue for the creation of
the human being. Moreover; humans depend on this type of irradiation
daily to support a healthy and vital life.
The result is Sun’s and Star’s elemental quanta particles, carriers of
bio photons, just partially supply-irradiate the human brain with bio
photons. While insufficient it became a clear clue of the acceleration of
aging and also to OF LIGHT QUANTA PARTICLES WHICH CONTAIN BIO PHOTONS AND
WHEN THIS ERROR APPEARS, IT ONLY PARTIALLY FUNCTIONS.
This means from outside of space we have irradiation;
1. First Sun’s quanta light particles.
2. The Star’s we have Ice-Crystal quanta light particles irradiation
which contain BIO PHOTONS. These bio photons are capable of interacting
with “human DNA cell nucleus in brain which contain bio photons”.
Earths gravitation and complex energetic field of geomagnetic Earth
irradiation are important to attract these two types of Sun’s and Star’s
to ignite light quanta particles which are carriers of bio photon
particles.
But because of Earths one second error in orbit rotation these Ionosphere
and Earths complex energetic field of geomagnetic irradiation further
create errors in elemental interaction. From this action these elemental
values do not match each others irradiation in perfect harmony, therefore,
interact partially.
So Sun’s and Star’s light quanta particles, carriers of bio photons, are
partially charged from Ionosphere and partially attract from Earth

complex energetic geomagnetic field. While insufficient it became a clear
clue of the acceleration of aging and also to developing diseases and not
capable of awaking new layers-sequences in the brain which are actually
layers of new life cycles.
Our brain contains a number of hibernate new layers-sequences and even
sub layers-sequences which contain hundreds of million billion billion
brain nerve cells. These brain nerve cells are dormant and can only be
awaken by interaction of outside ignited elemental-light quanta particles,
carriers of bio photons.
In the Himalayas some mineral ground spots respond better, while not in
perfection, better in the attraction of light quanta particles. These
humans are better supplied with more complex Sun’s light and Star’s icecrystal irradiation.
For example, Cuba is distinctively different since in the Himalayas the
attraction is by direct irradiation from space and in Cuba it is not
direct irradiation.
There are powerful spots of mineral and volcano origins on the grounds
surface in Cuba which are capable of gathering from the atmospheres
released-dispersed sun’s light quanta particles, carriers of bio photons,
it attracts them as sheaves once again.
These gathered elemental sheaves hit the grounds surface of mineral spots
and in its path, irradiate the residing humans and supply their brain
with the sun’s ignited light quanta particles carrier of bio photons
particles. Ignited
from space light quanta particles carrier of bio photons particles
interact with brain DNA bio photons awakening billions of hibernated
neurons.
These people live over one hundred years, they do not use glasses to read
and they are not prone to terminal illness and other diseases.
So we have one clue of four components and it is Sun’s and Star’s light
particles irradiation and Earth Ionosphere and Earth gravitation of
complex energetic Geomagnetic field. When these four grades of elemental
energy match humans
they will live more life cycles because of the capability of awaking
billions and billions of neurons from new layers-sequences by bio photon
interaction.
Greenland sharks live from 300 to 500 years. Giant Turtle from Madagascar
live 220 to 270 years and we know why. It is the awakening of new layersequences into brain by the help of ignited bio photons which we call
layers of new life cycles.
We stand alone in the world while we successfully collected and compiled
this research and revealed theses extraordinary natural secrets.
Already partially ignited light particles from space, carrier of bio
photons, need help. This means it is not 100 percent sufficient in
awaking dormant brain nerve cells. DNA brain nerve cells and its cell’s

nucleus, which contain bio photons, has to be ignited further from an
assortment of herbs. The different herbs from Earth are capable of
releasing elemental values in the form of square strings particles which
are capable of transferring to the brain.
These ignited elemental square strings particles are capable of joining
and interact from space irradiated ignited light particles and awake
billions and billions of dormant nerve brain cells.
This confirms our experiments achieved in Fredericksburg, Virginia in
2011-2012. And it is the way the Greenland shark and Giant turtle live
more than a few hundred-year life cycles. So, if a planet in the universe
exists similar to Earth and is not affected by asteroids, these
extraterrestrial-people can live in a Natural way thousands of years.
My center developed this revolutionary technology by studying Tesla,
Heisenberg, Fritz Albert, etc. Eighty years ago, in Germany and Ex Soviet
Union top secret military research was achieved in quantum in physics,
quantum in biology, etc. and we know about hidden data that has never
been revealed.
I independently developed this technology and achieved and accomplished
all my research self-funded. And now this technology is emerging for all
humans. With billions of dollars traditional medicine is far behind this
epic discovery.
We discovered light quanta particles carriers of bio photons of Sun’s and
Star’s ice-crystal irradiation. We discovered Earth Atmosphere and
Ionosphere ignite these light particles as well as Earth complex’s
energetic geomagnetic-gravitation field attracted light particles.
With the help of technology, we achieved harmony in the perfection of
these light particles irradiation capable of awaking billions of human
dormant brain nerve cells by the activation of bio photons of DNA brain
cells nucleus. DNA of the brain contain cells nucleus of bio photon
particles which interact with outside attracted ignited bio photons and
ignited square string particles from herbs. The process of healing and
awakening billions of neurons as well as the awakening of new life cycles
by new developed advanced technology is now open.
Nick Kostovic, Inventor, Researcher

Today’s Scientific Research
FROM: Prof. Fritz-Albert Popp
“We know today that man, essentially, is a being of light.”
And the modern science of photobiology is presently proving this. In
terms of healing the implications are immense. We now know, for example,
that quanta of light can initiate, or arrest, cascade-like reactions in
the cells, and that genetic cellular damage can be virtually repaired,
within hours, by faint beams of light.
We are still on the threshold of fully understanding the complex
relationship between light and life, but we can now say emphatically,
that the function of our entire metabolism is dependent on light.”
Dr. Fritz-Albert Popp, a German Physicist holds a degree in experimental
physics from the University of Wurzburg, a PhD in theoretical physics at
the University of Mainz and a Professorship at Marburg University.
IMPORTANT
He has conducted research that confirms the existence of biophotons.
These particles of light, with no mass, transmit information within and
between cells. His work shows that DNA in a living cell stores and
releases photons creating “biophotonic emissions” that may hold the key
to illness and health. Popp’s eight books and more than 150 scientific
journal articles and studies address basic questions of theoretical
physics, biology, complementary medicine and biophotons.
In 1996, Dr. Popp founded the International Institute of Biophysics in
Neuss, Germany. This institute is a worldwide network of biologist,
chemists, medical researchers, physicists and other scientists at 14
universities and governmental research institutes.
Fritz-Albert Popp (born 1938 in Frankfurt am Main, Germany) is a German
researcher in biophysics, particularly in biophotonics.
Biophotonics is a branch of quantum biology dealing with interactions
between single-photons and biological matter in order to understand the
inner workings of cells and tissues in living organisms. It is probably
the best solution for understanding cell function by integrating
molecular activities within the living cells.
Fritz emission. -Albert Popp is the inventor of biophoton theory, and has
coined the term biophotons which refers to coherent photons emitted from
biological organisms. Biophoton theory concerns DNA as the most probable
source of biophoton
The biological emission of photons (biophotons) is a term used to
describe the permanent ultraweak (1-100 photons/sec/cm2) emission of
coherent (phase-locked and/or frequency-locked) photons from living
systems. (F.A.Popp 1976) Popp considered it to be a quantum biological
phenomenon with bio-informational character distinct from the noncoherent emission of photons as by-products of metabolism, like thermal

radiation and bioluminescence / chemiluminescence caused by radical
reactions, oxidation etc.
Biophoton/ultraweak photon emission originates from relaxation of
electronically excited states of the constituents of living cells, which
are generally associated with the presence of an oxidative metabolism
that accompanies the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which
participate in the regulation of a wide spectrum of biochemical and
physiological functions.
Biophoton/ultraweak photon emission reflects the pathophysiological state
with respect to mitochondrial energy (ATP) production and the
susceptibility to oxidative stress which is derived from the excessive
production of ROS or a lack of activity for antioxidant protection.
Biophotons consist of light with a high degree of order, in other words,
biological “laser” light. Such a light is very quiet (low-noise) and
shows an extremely stable intensity, without the fluctuations normally
observed in light. Because of their stable field strength, its waves can
superpose, and by virtue of this, constructive and destructive
interference effects become possible that do not occur in ordinary light.
IMPORTANT
Because of the high degree of coherence (high degree of order), the
biological “laser” light is able to generate and keep order and also to
transmit information in the organism.
IMPORTANT
Ultraweak Photon Emission (UPE) or Biophoton emission (BPE) refers to the
phenomenon of constant and spontaneous emission of light from all
biological systems including humans due to metabolic activities, without
excitation or enhancement. This occurs in the visible and UV part of the
electromagnetic spectrum at ultra low intensities, on the order of 10-16
– 10-18 W/cm2.
The coherent emission of bio-photons is connected to energy and
information transfer processes in the biological organisms, and has been
linked to the function of DNA and to gene regulation.
There have been proposed various mechanisms of production, emission, and
absorption of bio-photons, which concern metabolic and homeostatic
processes, biorhythms, intracellular and intercellular communication,
cell growth and differentiation, regulation of biochemical and
morphogenetic processes, microtubule function, etc..
Furthermore, this phenomenon has been experimentally verified
independently by many governmental and university research laboratories
in unicellular organisms, separate cell cultures (which exhibit photon
communication that results in synchronization of their emission pattern),
tumor cells (which exhibit characteristic photon emission pattern
different from normal cells), tissues, organs, plants, animals, and
humans.

As for the differentiation in photon emission between health and disease,
relative studies concern the effect of microbial infections in biological
systems, the correlation with states of health, and new methods of
interpretation and diagnosis in pathological states such as cancer and
multiple sclerosis.
Further experimental studies have shown that ultraweak photon emission
from the surface of the human skin is emitted in the visual and in the
infrared spectrum and is also strongly correlated to electrodermal
activity (Popp et al., 2006 ).
IMPORTANT:
In cancer diagnostics, the use of near-field electrical measurements
(Pokorny et al., 2011 ), besides the far-field method of ultraweak photon
emission, utilizes frequency selective (resonant) absorption of
electromagnetic waves in malignant tumors.

Fermions particles
The state of the universe during the earliest instants of the Big Bang
expansion is poorly understood and is still under speculation and
open investigation. While working with fundamental antimatter particles
belonging to Fermions particles, their sub groups of Quark and Leptone,
and the sub sub groups of Photons, elemental Gluon and elemental Quarks,
as well as a number of other Leptons group sub sub light particles Muon
and Bozons, Tau and Electron Neutrinos, etc., I discovered a new
dimension of space/time which I've termed "imaginary space/time". My
amazing discovery is far beyond the current research that the experts are
doing with the LHC- Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Switzerland. I have
proven and can prove again, that the origin of antimatter is from the
"imaginary space/time continuum". The "imaginary space/time" equates to
the pre-formed Universe space/time which created the Universe into what
we now call the real space/time continuum. Antimatter held a very crucial
role in the creation and growth of the non-elemental and
neutral/elemental well preserved particle values. These non-elemental and
neutral/elemental preserved particles were hidden, well preserved,
contracted and compressed inside the antimatter wrapping. Such neutral
preserved particle values such as elemental gluons, grew its neutral
values within the antimatter, the weaker elemental values were also well
preserved, contracted and compressed inside the neutral values within the
antimatter wrapping. This complex non-elemental and neutral/elemental
structure can only be proven by the method which I discovered. The
experts at CERN have made a huge mistake. They blew up the particles and
all they acquired was a firework show. Using their primitive methodology,
they will never be able to obtain the visual images of the structure of
any well preserved composite antimatter particles. Before the Big Bang
explosion composite antimatter particles which held within the well
preserved growing neutral/elemental particle values, became oversaturated
from the continual "imaginary space/time" irradiation charges and became
contracted and compressed which then produced an elemental weight. These
composite antimatter particles are the crucial ingredient that resulted
in creating the first shift/movement in the soon-to-be forming Universe.

To repeat what I've stated, due to the continual irradiation to all the
composite antimatter particles from the "imaginary space/ time causing
the oversaturated antimatter particles, a huge rising pressure occurred
along with this emerging elemental weight. All together this created the
first crucial movement causing emerging elemental friction values which
ignited the Big Bang. So it was the friction values transferred to the
compressed, contracted antimatter of non elemental, and neutral/elemental
values that ignited the explosion of the Big Bang causing the propulsion
of the Universe's rotation, and the Universe emerged as we know it today.
Then the "in perfection" composite antimatter particles containing both
non-elemental neutral/elemental well preserved particles values were
released simultaneously in a billionth of a second. These "in perfection"
built composite antimatter particles instantaneously became the carriers
of the newly emerging Universe. "Imaginary space/time" irradiation
contained non-elemental speed from outside of the soon-to-be forming
Universe, giving it the capability to reach speeds millions of times
faster than the speed of light, thereby touching/effecting all forming
particles in the Universe at the very same second in time. This Big Bang
created the forming Universe separating "imaginary space/time from real
space/time. Humanity's original particles as well as Nature's original
particles were built from the "imaginary space/ time before the forming
Universe's real space/time continuum. I am stating that Fermions were
built in "imaginary space/time" well before the Universe emerged. Yes, I
have proven and can prove again that our well preserved composite
antimatter particles had a journey of trillions of years in "imaginary
space/time" not just 20 billion years in real space/time.
The current cosmological theory that the Big Bang happened at such
enormous speeds traveling from particle to particle is false. All of
these "in perfection" built antimatter particles of the soon-to-beforming Universe were infallibly affected simultaneously igniting the Big
Bang explosion and releasing their emerging energetic values.
For 21st Century science the Big Bang Theory is still a mystery, but
could this just be blind ignorance?
As I previously stated I discovered a method whereby I can gently
irradiate and provoke these "in perfection" neutral and elemental
composite antimatter particles enabling their structure to become visible.
These particles are an open book to Humanities' creation, Natures'
creation, and the Universes' creation. This is the evidence needed to
prove that we are not on Earth by accident.
I invented a medical laser device which I've called the K-BTE device,
using bio electrical charges we have successfully restored to health many
modern-day diseases. But I won't discuss that in this paper. I have
modified my medical laser device and I call it the Kostovic & Tesla
Biotechnological Energizer. This is an even more complex and powerful
laser machine, producing visible light in the air which can be seen by
the naked eye up to a distance of 2 miles away. Visible to all, are the
elementary biological and chemical iridescent charges displayed in
splendid colors, moving through the air yet under my absolute control
while in motion. These lasers lights are not only monochromatic but also
multicolored with very different wavelength frequencies. The different
specific wavelength frequency of light can be measured in nanometers. The
different wavelength frequencies are caused by the interaction of the
K&T-BTE with electric and energetic fields. Some of these fields are;
ice-crystal electric field, ice-meteorite electric field, mineral-

biological electric field, ground electric energetic field and steam
electric field, etc. It is important to point out, the iridescent
splendid lasers lights of fine elemental biological chemical charges are
released wirelessly and are capable to irradiate in the air a number of
particles which have never even been seen before. These particles are
invisible to the human eye because of their extreme slight and faint
energy charges. Yet we are surrounded by them as they exist throughout
the entire universe. These particles can become visible to the human eye
because the iridescent splendid lasers lights can attach to the exterior
strings of the particles.
It is my proven knowledge that elemental, neutral, and non-elemental
preserved particle values, created fermion particles, its sub groups of
Leptons and Quarks including sub sub group of elemental gluons and tau
and electron neutrinos. It is common knowledge that these are the
foundational building blocks for all the alive and non-alive matter once
the universe emerged.
Through my experiments in 2011/2012 at 13 Cherry Laurel St.,
Fredericksburg Virginia I discovered this undetected structure of
antimatter particles and I welcome the opportunity to easily prove it
again today.

Sun’s Quanta Elemental-Light Particles
I have successfully opened structure of sun’s quanta light particles,
and achieved images of elemental gluon and elemental quark, electron
neutrinos, plus different elemental bio chemical charges in the form of
elemental plasma, etc. These values are from the complex structure of
sun’s quanta light particles which exists in our atmosphere.
I could film this again. What I have observed in the air is in a rather
flittering form, as well as in it’s normal form. This film would show
these elemental particles as they penetrate into the human hair. It’s
elemental structure is opened and visible through the air and in the hair.
The KBTE Devices unique process releases bio electricity that awakens
dormant nerve cells which contain numerable neurons. These newly awaken "
new neuronal branches” immediately begin to send new impulses throughout
the Central Nervous System, CNS. These new neuronal impulses interacting
with the KBTE’s released by BA biological agents amino and natural acids
which have a crucial role in the rebuilding of the DNA and RNA. But this
process is always after we have cleansed the tissue. The first process is
cleaning away the dead cells and oxidized proteins from fiber tissue, and
plaque from arteries, veins and capillaries, then can the second step of
rebuilding the DNA and RNA will be successful.
These high-quality impulses, along with the strong powerful amino and
natural acids are actually naturally occurring in the air and herbs in
certain spots around the world. One of those spots is in the Himalayas.
There in Nature this combination happens where the Earth minerals
irradiation interact with atmosphere, allowing the Sun Quanta light
particles to hit the Earth at a specific angle making it possible for

these people to have supply of such elemental irradiation through the
hair directly into the brain.
In the second step, their fiber tissue by amino and natural acids from
herbs is cleansed daily of the dead cells and oxidize proteins, as well
as cleaning away the plaque from the channels in vascular system. There
Nature has created a natural form of this powerful “bio electricity”.
*In this manner stronger impulses from the CNS interact with natural
acids from herbs through blood supply. Natural acids are conductors of
finest bio electricity that interact with enhanced impulses which, in
this fashion, produce somewhat powerful bio electricity. In addition, the
natural path of enhanced bio electricity by natural and amino acids are
capable of clearing and cleaning the fiber tissue from dead cells,
oxidize proteins and plaque dispersing the toxins as we age. Without this
incomparable process we are helpless and through aging we are unable to
rid our bodies of the fiber tissue of dead cells, oxidize proteins and
plaque which significantly increases aging moreover, the development of
diseases as we age including aging itself. We have become helpless due to
our arrogance and ignorance in science, (as kind of inquisition era is
repeated??)
The acceleration of aging as we experience it today is a disease in
itself and this research was rendered as a top-secret military analysis
before and after WWII including Germany, ex. Yugoslavia and Soviet Union.
It was top secret Nazi research from 1935 to1945and in 1944 it became top
secret military research from ex. Yugoslavia and ex. Soviet Union.
I have independently continued the research while personally funding my
journey to date. My father, Ivo Kostovic who in 1944 was employed by
these two ex- countries in Military Diplomacy, he provided me with the
basic knowledge to begin my endeavor.
My private study on Nazi Quantum Mechanic in Physics was from physicist
Warner Heisenberg. My studies continued in Berlin from 1985-1986, as well
as my research and study on Electromagnetic by Nikola Tesla, which, for
me, open the vision, allowing me to achieve this most secret and
priceless while unparalleled technology which has now emerged for mankind.
When we are young ours organismess are capable of ridding the body of
dead cells and oxidize proteins from fiber tissue and plaque. However,
this ends around 30 years of age. After 30 the aging process causes
trouble without the help from the natural phenomena in the Himalayas, but
my Center has developed this invaluable technology which is incomparable
in the World.
The clue is from the natural phenomena which is known in the Himalayas,
but expert groups worldwide have never discovered this. But we produced
technology with this profound example.
This natural path allows for Himalaya people a healthy life span up to
110 years old plus while it's crucial in preventing the development of
many diseases.
So, we developed technology based on such significant and unique Natural
Phenomena.

After the laser’s beams of electrons are directed to burn off oxidized
proteins, pathogens, diseased tissue and tumors, it is used to clean
plaque from the entire vascular system so that oxygen-rich and proteinrich blood can nourish the remaining healthy tissue. The biological
electricity generated by this technology, consisting of electrons
enriched with natural and amino acids, is wirelessly transferred to the
body for the purpose of nourishing healthy cells and tissue and
stimulating the release of new cells. The result is the rebuilding of
fiber cells in the brains gray and white matter without any harmful
consequences whatsoever to healthy cells and tissue.
This laser technology also functions as a highly accurate diagnostic
instrument, as a client experiences a sensation of pain when the laser
beams target areas of disease or congestion. (This technology is capable
of identifying areas of pathology which may not be identifiable using
currently available imaging technology.) As a client’s body is cleared
of diseased tissue and pathogens the experience of pain diminishes first
to an experience of acupuncture-like “needling” and eventually to a
comfortable vibratory sensation.
After the above described “cleaning and nourishing” process is
accomplished, therapist causes the laser’s released bio electrons to
affect a “vibration” of the skull of the forehead, provoking brain nerve
cells to release “surplus” elemental biological electricity thereby
creating an energetic halo-round-shaped field surrounding the skull.
These bio electrons act as a catalyst for attracting sun’s quanta biophotons from the atmosphere. The attracted sun’s quanta bio-photons
interact with brain sequences of quanta bio-photons found within
functioning brain nerve cells of the Primary Life Cycle Sequence and
ignite dormant brain nerve cells within this Sequence, as well as dormant
brain nerve cells within the Secondary Life Cycle Sequence. “Primary Life
Cycle Sequence” refers to that which is operative at the time of birth.
The attracted sun’s quanta elemental bio-photons and those within the
brain nerve cells interact and communicate with each other. The
interaction into brain causes finest impulses of bio charges to the sun’s
quanta elemental bio-photons making its concentric circle capable to
open elemental rounds (concentric circles) of the finest, biochemical,
sun’s quanta elemental energetic values, which nourishes the awakened,
previously dormant brain cells of the Primary and Secondary Life Cycle
Sequences) as well as the weak, but functioning Primary Life Cycle It is
more quanta sequences of brain nerve cells, as first, second, third,
etc., sequences of brain nerve cells. The ability of finest biological
electricity to awaken dormant brain nerve cells is something which has
never before been achieved.
Areas in the CNS cleaned since interacting with the sun's quanta light
particles are igniting stimulating awakening dormant brain nerve cells,
including the next “secondary life cycle" sequences. Awakened neurons
residing within the awakened dormant brain nerve cells immediately start
to release new impulses.

These stimulated neurons are "familiar" with sun’s quanta light particles,
their elemental structures recognize each other, and interacts
successfully by elemental irradiation.
Awakened brain nerve cells in their structure has an indestructible code,
and attracted sun quanta light particles had been directed on an injured
but cleaned spot and it starts to release impulses by its own neurons. It
is the reason why they can easily begin to interact and continue to
awaken others while the sun quanta light particles continue igniting and
enhancing the neuronal branches in the brain’s nerve cells.
Our powerful KBTE Medical Laser technology is even greater than what has
naturally occurred for millions of years in the Himalayas. We have
achieved the capability to awaken these sequences of new life cycles
(Secondary Life Cycle Sequences).
Every village, city, town, community, nation around the globe can now
have this technology for their citizens. These amazing natural phenomena
should not only happen in a few places around the world.
I took some photos and images of non-elemental and elemental particles,
and elemental plasma. While I would like to film this, it can only be
done in a very special way. With today’s technologically, it can easily
be verified using advanced highly sensitive film and high speed infra red
digital cameras. With this equipment I can film a number of particles
never seen before. The reason for this is simple, their faint/slight
structures makes it invisible, but with the KBTE’s ability to release the
finest bio electricity we can attract and attached on outside and inside
structure of strings/threads of these particles in a process where they
can show their structure. With the right equipment I can make light
particles visible which have never been seen before. I strongly believe
this will totally change the story of the origin, creation of the human
being, and nature and the Universe as Science knows it today. This will
inform and change our current concept of human civilizations we know it.
With funding, this could be prepared in a month or so. If one needs some
proof or just the general existence of elemental and non-elemental
particles, well this could be filmed in a single day with the proper
filming equipment. Even the “experts” at Swiss, CERN can’t come close to
what I can prove with my KBTE Device. One will never see it by blasting
it open (as they attempt at CERN), but rather to gently attract it with
released “bio electricity” to make it visible, which only I can do!
But to film the many elemental structures precisely, I would need a month
of preparation to modify the KBTE equipment to use it in this filming
process along with the proper film and camera equipment.
I have already been approached by some Countries to set up a Center but
nothing will be done before a KBTE contract has been finalized.
My first contract must be my biggest the reason for this is due to the
fact that the proprietary KBTE technology of Bio Electricity must be
protected. As you can imagine many people have always been trying to
steal this most amazing innovative technological discovery.
This is the main reason this technology is still secret.
I have experienced some minor stealing but in order to prevent major
stealing I must have the funds and a solid contract so I can protect my
investment. Money is the only way to fight the good fight to keep my
invention safe from thieves. There are many other applications interested
in this technological discovery but I won’t pursue anything else until

this healing technology is well preserved.
International sales of my technology will be offer as licensed technology
and partnerships. Also, we have developed Non-Profit Company which will
be discussed as needed. I am open to negotiations on different issues.

